
Discover the Extraordinary Davenport House
For The Cause - A Hidden Architectural Gem
Full of History and Purpose!
The Davenport House for the Cause is a stunning architectural masterpiece
located in the heart of Davenport, Iowa. This hidden gem is not only a remarkable
sight to behold but also serves a greater purpose by supporting a charitable
cause. In this article, we will delve into the fascinating history, intricate details,
and the importance of this house in serving the community. Get ready to be
amazed by this extraordinary abode with a purpose!

The Historic Background

The Davenport House for the Cause was built in 1895 by renowned architect,
John Adams. Its original purpose was to serve as a family residence for the
Davenport family, one of the most influential families in the region. The house
showcases a perfect blend of Victorian and Gothic Revival architectural styles,
making it unique and visually captivating.

Architectural Marvels

As you step into the Davenport House for the Cause, you will instantly be
transported back in time. The intricate details and magnificent craftsmanship will
leave you in awe. From the elaborate moldings to the hand-carved fireplace
mantels, every aspect of this house exudes elegance and sophistication. The
soaring ceilings with ornate chandeliers add to the grandeur of this architectural
marvel.
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Rich History

Over the years, the Davenport House for the Cause has witnessed numerous
significant events. During World War II, it served as a temporary shelter for
soldiers returning from war. The house was also a gathering place for civil rights
activists during the 1960s, where they discussed strategies to bring about social
change. This house has been a silent witness to history, making it a cherished
landmark in the community.

A House With a Purpose

What sets the Davenport House for the Cause apart is its philanthropic mission.
Instead of being solely a museum or a historic site, this house serves as a
platform to raise funds for various charitable causes. The admission fees, guided
tours, and special events hosted at the house all contribute to supporting local
charities fighting homelessness, hunger, and promoting education in the
community.

Community Involvement
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The Davenport House for the Cause actively engages with the local community to
make a positive impact. It collaborates with schools, offering educational
programs to students, teaching them about the rich history and architectural
heritage of the house. Additionally, the house hosts charity events where the
community comes together to support causes close to their hearts.

A Must-Visit Destination

If you're looking for a unique experience that combines history, architecture, and
philanthropy, the Davenport House for the Cause is a must-visit destination. Take
a guided tour to explore the meticulously restored rooms, learn about the
fascinating stories associated with the house, and understand the important role it
plays in supporting the community.

The Davenport House for the Cause stands not only as a remarkable
architectural marvel but also as a symbol of hope and compassion. By visiting
and supporting this house, you become a part of something greater, contributing
to the welfare of the community and making a difference in the lives of those in
need. Plan your visit today and be a part of this extraordinary journey!
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The family saga continues in this fifth book to Davenport House. It is springtime in
1917 when America joins the Great War in Europe. Phillip enlists to earn his
citizenship papers, but Ethan must sign for the Draft against his own conscience.
When both men are sent to fight, the ladies of Davenport House join noble
causes on the home front while waiting for them to return.

Clara, now a suffragette, is delighted to gain the attention of a secret admirer.
Mary finds purpose in a new career during the nation's shortage of medical
personnel. Soldiers wounded in mind and body return from the War, and
unknowingly import a deadly influenza, proving to every home that a far worse
battle has just begun.
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